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Our purpose in publishing a sampling of the correspondence we have received, in the words of Arthur
W. Pink:
“…the time has again arrived for us to indicate to our loyal supporters before the Throne of Grace
something of the manner and extent to which the Hearer of prayer has been pleased to grant their
requests.”
“Our object in compiling this…feature is to evoke praise and thanksgiving on the part of those who are
most deeply interested in this work, by quoting excerpts from some of the letters at hand telling of help
and blessing received, under God…”
“Our purpose…is to evoke praise unto the Lord, that in this cloudy and dark day He is still ministering
to His own, giving seed to the Sower, and then blessing the same unto the eater. We know not why the
mighty God should condescend to use one so feeble and unworthy; sufficient for us that He is pleased
to do so. Our longing is to be used more widely, in sending ‘portions’ to a large number of Christ’s
scattered and hungry sheep. Will you not pray more definitely, dear reader, that this may be so; and
that God will graciously fit and furnish the writer.”

Sermon MP3s
I have been able to access some of your sermons and lectures on my iPad.... I tell you they
are really great! We have no church at this time, we are in a small town with 2 Pentecostal, 3
Catholic and one Independent Baptist Church which we attended as long as we could bear it.
It is Arminian and the pastor tells stories of his life for most of the sermon. All to say your
website is helping us spiritually very much and in His time God will provide a church for us
somehow some way.
Canada

For your encouragement, that you may know that your labour in the Lord is not in vain, I want
you to know Shaun that I receive much by way of instruction, comfort, consolation and
encouragement from your pastoral guidance, for which I thank my Heavenly Father upon
every remembrance of you. Your sermons and in-depth Bible studies are central to my times
of fellowship with the Lord and contribute significantly to the spiritual health and well-being of
my soul, to my growth in grace and in the knowledge of my Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
Prior to listening to your exposition of the Scriptures in my times of fellowship and worship of
the Lord, I pray for the guidance of the Holy Spirit that I may understand the “deep things of
God”, that He may impart unto me spiritual knowledge and understanding, that my joy in the
Lord may be increased and that I may know the comfort of the Holy Ghost.
Your Bible study series entitled “Precious Promises” was one from which I derived much by
way of comfort and consolation. Your verse by verse exposition of Ps. 91 in the last of the
sermons you preached on that series was truly a “word in season” to my soul and was most
instructive as well, in providing a proper understanding of it and the deeper spiritual meaning
conveyed by the imagery that is found throughout this lovely psalm. Sitting under your
ministry and attending to your preaching, along with reading the Scriptures and prayer keeps
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me in close communion with my Lord by keeping my thoughts and affections rightly set on
things above, as I persevere in His strength in my earthly pilgrimage with a view by faith of
Emmanuel’s land.
Praying always that the Lord would add the increase to your labours in the gospel to the
saving of lost souls and to the edification and sanctification of those who by grace, know and
love the Lord.
United States

These are times when there is so much fear, distress and confusion abounding, and it is such
a strength and blessing to understand the Biblical truth concerning prophecy. I continue to
benefit from [your] excellent messages on Daniel and Revelation.
England

“Pentecostal Panic Over COVID-19” Article
Very well written article [Pentecostal Panic Over COVID-19].
examination. Thanks!

Perfect ending on selfSouth Africa

Thank you for this timely article [Pentecostal Panic Over COVID-19] so much needed in this
awful day of apostasy and blasphemy. I attach a letter I had printed in the local paper, not for
any glory to myself, but if our blessed Lord in His mercy would use it to the conviction of one
poor needy sinner. The Presbyterian moderator in his article shows his lack of the knowledge
of our dear Lord Jesus Christ; indeed in this week’s edition of this paper he came out with the
most blasphemous, flippant nonsense, I almost weep for these poor people drinking in all that
these apostates teach, but then I know and believe our Lord has sent them these delusions.
England

Articles Exposing Desmond Tutu
Just a very quick few words to say that was an excellent article about the Red Bishop [The
Red Bishop: Desmond Tutu, Anglican Arch-Heretic of the South African Communist
Revolution]. People over here were falling over themselves to praise him yet are silent on the
mess he and his cohorts have made of SA.
Thanks for the point-by-point reminder of the shocking facts...
Our Prime Minister married his mistress. Ever since, she is leading the country into a Green
and Red Utopia. They, the Tories, are now telling us that car ownership by the individual
should be banned. Heat pumps, climate emergency, Covid fear, restrictions and plastics.
And the “Christians” seem to love it all.
Northern Ireland

Thank you so much for the recent articles on Desmond Tutu, they were very enlightening.
Growing up in Canada I used to hear the names of Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu on
the news and always figured they were amazing world leaders. Of course I didn’t follow or
understand the background story of SA politics. Now as a Christian with the help of your
articles I see these men were not what the news media portrayed them as. Reminds me of
the Catholic clergy and the Catholic hierarchy, they are never what they portray themselves
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to be in the public eye, but most are simply white washed sepulchres, which indeed appear
beautiful outwardly but are within full of dead men’s bones, and of all uncleanness! So
perfectly did Christ expose these religious hypocrites! Thank you again for these articles,
they were very informative. God bless you and your family.
Canada

Just a brief note to express my gratitude to you for sending me your articles from time to time.
They are always gratefully received and appreciated - especially the latest on Desmond Tutu
- as well as all those which relate to the Roman Antichrist.
Australia

Articles on the Russian/Ukrainian War
Excellent article to expose it all [on the Russia/Ukraine crisis]. The 2014 article explains it
well. Sobering but true.
United States

Incredible article [The Russian Invasion of Ukraine]! You hit it out of the Ball Park with this
one. I need time to absorb it better. Pretty sad but what you say is true.
United States

Excellent article [The Russian Invasion of Ukraine] and the fact that you wrote on this matter
in 2014 proves you are not a johnny come lately to make such statements. Well done.
United States

Thank you Shaun [for the article The Russian Invasion of Ukraine]. We have just printed a
copy to read. Just reading bits, it looks excellent! Jesuits keep popping up EVERYWHERE!
Always having their filthy fingers in the world events.
For the Futurists, looking for a supposed Antichrist in the future, the blindness is staggering!
Do they really think that our Lord and Saviour would leave His blood bought Church, always
wondering and speculating, never knowing who our Arch Enemy is? Ridiculous! God bless
you all.
Australia

“Satan’s ‘Little Season’” Article
Thanks for your efforts to write this [the pamphlet Biblical Evidence that We Are In Satan’s
“Little Season”] under very trying circumstances. Remarkable that in two decades a person
can read sound books free by pdf. The whole thing without much effort at all. In worldwide
darkness the light of Christ is available more than ever. Few care.
United States
Thank you for this Shaun [the pamphlet Biblical Evidence that We Are In Satan’s “Little
Season”], it’s such a comfort to know that all the difficulties and hardships we bear daily have
a purpose and a reason. May the Lord strengthen us for the days to come!
England
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God bless you brother Shaun. You have confirmed my thoughts exactly that we are in that
time of Satan’s little season [after reading Biblical Evidence that We Are In Satan’s “Little
Season”].
England
Thank you Shaun [for the pamphlet Biblical Evidence that We Are In Satan’s “Little Season”].
Yes, we believe this too! How could anyone think otherwise? God bless you all.
Australia
Many thanks for this most excellent article on Satan’s little season [Biblical Evidence that We
Are In Satan’s “Little Season”], I can concur with you in all that you say, indeed if we just sit
back and look at the professing christian world, (they may profess, but I fear they do not
possess the Christ of God) I believe they are just as 2 Tim. 3: 5...
My friend every blessing, yours in Christ Jesus the Lord.
England
Thank you for the long-awaited pamphlet Biblical Evidence that We Are In Satan’s “Little
Season”, it was a blessing to read. Also forwarded to many of my colleagues.
South Africa

I just wanted to say thank you very much for the thorough, helpful and doctrinally-sound
pamphlet you recently published entitled: Biblical Evidence That We Are In Satan’s ‘Little
Season.’ It was well written and definitely needed. There continues to be much confusion –
even amongst well-meaning and genuine believers – in the area of eschatology and the Book
of Revelation, specifically. I have a very kind friend who appears to be scripturally sound in
the major, foundational tenets of Christianity, but sadly this person has swallowed the
Futuristic interpretation of prophecy. Your pamphlet is succinct and organized in such a way
that each verse is explained and carefully expounded on (given the space constraints). This
is extremely beneficial and very much needed as we are living in times when even professing
Christians are making wild, sweeping claims that run contrary to God’s Word. Thank you for
taking the time to put this together and for blessing the Body of Christ with the proper
exegesis on this topic.
United States

Various
I finished The Prophecies of Daniel much enlightened and amazed at how near the end some
of them cover!
England

A powerful and insightful article [Joe Biden and the Wafer-God of Rome] that explains it well.
We are living through things you predicted. Way beyond what I had imagined and so quickly.
We must pray earnestly. Thanks for the effort to expose this.
United States
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Thank you for your article on Dr Fauci [Dr Anthony Fauci, a Tool of the Jesuits], for a while
now I have believed that this whole pandemic was a Jesuit invention. From your books and
others I have read over the years on the Jesuit order this is certainly their modus operandi
simply on a world scale. The evil one is ultimately the culprit obviously, but he terrorizes
through this satanic order under the guise of goodness and helping humanity while in reality
he does the very opposite and instead steals, kills and destroys...
I pray for the souls of God’s elect to come out from among the Jesuit Order and the Catholic
system (Rev 18:4). But it is also our responsibility as Christians to expose the hidden deeds
of darkness (Eph 5:11). So thank you for this very thorough and informative article. I am
really enjoying your books and articles especially on the Jesuits and the Catholic system, so
few Christians seem to grasp the seriousness of these organizations and even feel Catholics
are our brothers and sisters in Christ, wow frightful! So thanks again for putting these truths
out there and let’s continue to pray for those caught up in Satan’s lies. With gratitude from
Canada.
Canada

Just to let you know that your book Flame of Ophir arrived today. It looks very good.... Your
website is a great encouragement. There’s plenty of declension here in Northern Ireland, as
everywhere else, so it’s good to know that the Lord preserves His Word, and His churches, in
different parts of the world.
Northern Ireland
[“Holy War” against South Africa] is one of the most important books I have ever read! Well
supported with documentation.
Northern Ireland

What an insane book [exposed in the article Reaching God Speed: an Absurd Heresy] that
no Christian or even lost person should find interesting. It’s made up trash. As for people
recommending his book, they get paid to say they recommend it, it’s marketing and as you
said - who cares what they think anyway (even if they did or didn’t read it).
Some good books that exposed evil in music and movies were blasted and attacked years
ago and even now I am sure [they are] not even encouraged in the churches to warn their
young, and this book is a best seller? Just another sign of itching ears by lost people. NO
and I mean NO real Christian would even buy such a false book in my opinion. The very
thought of it is eastern mysticism in a way, with God in everything.
United States
I’ll give the Jesuits one thing - well two actually. They know how to play the long game, and
they know how to play both ends against the middle [after reading Francis Consecrates
Russia to the “Immaculate Heart of Mary” – Again!]. These days, it feels like the Day of
Judgement can’t come soon enough!
England
To the “pure” all things are pure, and especially if used in an Evangelistic spirit. Christmas is
used to invite maybe more than most to a service of outreach and Easter likewise are bait on
the evangelistic hook. Almost none tie these days to historic events you make an issue of.
You spoil your image with your useless fuss when so many issues are being neglected, like
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ordinances which keep a fellowship safe and clean. 1 Cor 11:2 Paul specifically exhorts us
and praises us too who submit to instructions. Obeying Godly instruction! is true LOVE.
Partiality in the law is an abomination.
While one loves your truths re ROME and other issues, please hear from FATHER GOD
clearly re your stance against these celebratory helps, especially helpful for the younger set.
It’s like a legalistic stance the Cults fuss over at a time when many we need unity on basics
like never before. I know of no worthy reformer that sowed dissension on this issue. Not to
say there isn’t, but the proof is the Godly minded re this issue obviously are so scant as to be
unheard of in my 46 years of constant labouring for our LORD’S Glorious Heavenly Kingdom.
Best regards still, on my second admonition. From – –, Church planter, Preacher and
Teacher of the WORD OF GOD worldwide. Stay Blessed. Amen.
New Zealand
Where to start in refuting these weak arguments? The verse he quotes (“to the pure all things are
pure”) is not relevant to this issue. Using the pagan festivals as “evangelistic opportunities” is an old
argument, easily refuted. As for “worthy reformers” who rejected these festivals, it makes absolutely
no difference whether one did so, or a hundred. Many of the reformers held to very many Romish
teachings and practices, Christmas and Easter among them, and they never fully departed from Rome.
The reformers are never to be our authority – only God’s Word. Bottom line, which none can ever
gainsay as long as they hold a Bible in their hands: the Lord has not commanded the observance of
these festivals. – Shaun Willcock)

Thanks for writing this article about Stockman [A Presbyterian Deceiver Visits the Roman
Pope]. Stockman was like a “little boy” starstruck with the Pope. You made quick work out of
Stockman with the Bible. Stockman is an incredibly shallow person with no knowledge. It is
sickening!
United States

Myself and some friends of mine to whom I have recommended your materials, are all
gaining great benefits from them, this is why it’s such a pleasure to be able to help.
England

Our Dear Leader in Scotland, the great and supreme Nicola Sturgeon… [is] an arch socialist
who is voted in by prisoners, unemployed, 16 year olds and refugees. Did I tell you about the
sex surveys at school for 12 year olds? I’ll leave that for another day. I think you might be
interested in looking into how the Scotland of the martyrs became an aspiring Soviet Socialist
Republic riddled with economic ineptitude, corruption, and an all but extinct church.
Northern Ireland... just had an election, the implication of which is that we may well have our
first Sinn Fein/IRA First Minister. Her family have connections, but they ran a very slick
election campaign. Meanwhile unionists spun around to focus on the distraction of cost of
living, gay rights, abortion, gay marriage etc. and lost the votes of folk like us. Ian Paisley’s
DUP is a shadow of its past... The protocol means that Northern Ireland is trapped in the EU
while the rest of the UK left. Of course, the usual thread runs through all this – Rome! The
“churches” over here are dwindling and falling over themselves to be inclusive and
progressive.
All of what I have said above follows your blueprint in “Holy War” against South Africa.
Northern Ireland
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Providing teaching from the Word of God, and a biblical exposure of the Papal system
and all that is associated with it
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